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"The Creative Design of National Style" is one of the six selected works from "Artistic Living

Books Contribution Activity" held by National Taiwan Arts Education Center in 2004. The purpose

of this activity is to publish excellent reading matters of artistic living for all-level school's teachers

and students in extracurricular teaching materials of art study, on the other hand, through just and

objective election, encourage the talents of art field to carry out more creations of supplemental

teaching materials or for art education or extracurricular reading matters for art education in

schools, in order to assist government to promote general art education, to build excellent art learn-

ing environment, and to upgrade national capacity and quality of art and culture.

Mr. Feng, Yung-Hua teaches at Department Applied Arts of Fujen Catholic University, considering

the design style with complete westernization for long that causes the design and creation in

Chinese world to be short of main thinking. In "The Creative Design of National Style", he

attempts to find the reason of abnormal phenomenon from the national history, and then arouse

artists by proper remedy in order to learn other's virtues and construct the national style belonged

to us.

Any creation and development of technology and culture must pass the process that continuously

accumulated experiences for long, eliminating old and then renew in order to brew the process of

self-examination and reconstruction. We deeply feel the symbol of Chinese culture occupies an

important position in global culture creation, don't obstruct our exploration of art and design due to

long-term complacency and conservation or upholding of western style. Only the design thinking

of open, tolerating with extensively national confidence and mind could create new moment of

modernized design art. 

This book is a very excellent reference for designer, artist, manufacturer and art teacher.  Because

we know that the government actively drives culture and originality industry in recently year; with

raising of people's taste, if the future art design and marketing could not display the main of culture

from inside to outside, that is not easy to obtain resonance. 

This center is subordinated to Ministry of Education to be in charge of study, promotion and guide

of art education, in addition to the important task of development and promotion of publications of

art education. Presently, the publications of art education issued by this Center are promoted to

school of every level in order to shorten the drop of educational resources, and announced in

"Taiwan Art Education Website" (http://ed.arte.gov.tw) established by this center in the same time.

The public who are interested in may visit this website to get the electronic version of this book

and other rich materials and information of art education as well. Your visiting will be highly wel-

comed.
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